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How do we know?

A law of nature?
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How do we know time?

Galileo: Physical motion can be described as a function of time.

Oscillations of a pendulum “take equal time,” measured with a pulse.

Soon thereafter, pulses are measured with pendulums.

Modern clocks are also based on oscillators!
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Absolute time?

Newton: There is an unobservable time, “absolute and equal to itself .”

You can only measure things evolving through time, and not time itself.

Time becomes an untestable mathematical axiom.
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Absolute space?

Newton: Local rotation agrees with measurements against distant stars.

There must be a universal global inertial frame of reference.

Modern cosmology (big bang + inflation) still has a “preferred” reference frame.
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The most famous “failed” experiment in history: an inconsistency...

Michelson: The speed of light is independent of any observer frame in space-time.

There can be no background against which to measure it.

No “aether” : no universal medium, no global refrence frame.
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Relativity: a theory of absolute reality

Einstein insists on the principle of invariance :
There must be a consistent underlying physics,
independent of an arbitrary choice of coordinate frame
or measurements relative to a specific observer.

Example: Regardless of which twin “stayed home” and
which twin went on a space trip, we know consistently
which one aged more in time.

General Relativity:
The gravitational field is space-time itself (or, a curvature thereof).
It must have a reality independent from the background space-time
coordinates on which we construct all other theories of physics.

We can’t use x, y, z, and t in equations anymore. But GR works elegantly!

GR is soon beautifully confirmed by experiments.
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The expanding universe, and the energy of “empty space”?

Lemaître, a Catholic priest:
GR describes an expanding universe.
Space-time itself had a “beginning”!

Einstein adds a constant to “fix” GR.

Hubble’s data confirms the expansion.

Einstein abandons the constant,
calling it his “greatest blunder.”

Lemaître identifies this “cosmological constant” as a real physical entity:
the energy of vacuum in quantum theory!

It must be positive for the age of the universe to be consistent with
data, meaning, the expansion is accelerating.

Experimentally confirmed 67 years later (High-Z Supernova Search).
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Space is not empty!

67∼ 74% is “dark energy” of vacuum!

“No point is more central than this,
that space is not empty, it is the
seat of the most violent physics.”

— J. A. Wheeler

Quantum theory: all states are probabilistic.
Vacuum: a state with an infinite number of virtual
fields constantly popping in and out of existence.
Space-time not well-defined at the smallest scales.
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The worst failed prediction in fundamental physics— How does the universe exist at all?

The energy of vacuum measured in a lab matches our theories!

If we scale this theory to the cosmos, prediction is 122 orders
of magnitude larger than the total energy in the universe.

The formation of a structured cosmos is dependent
on a seemingly arbitrary fine-tuned constant.

Can our laws explain the existence of the universe?

“Anthropic selection” as a proposed solution:

Out of infinitely many possible multiple universes,
stable ones allowing our existence were “selected.”

Probably not an empirically testable hypothesis!
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The holographic principle— a 2D bound on total information content

The entropy of a black hole— the amount of information in the system— is proportional to
the 2D “surface area” of its horizon! Standard entropy scales with system size— 3D volume.

SBH =
kA

4`2P

Any system with higher information
density has too much energy and will
gravitationally collapse into a black hole—
objects “made out of” pure space-time.

In current standard theory, the energy of
vacuum— or “empty space”— in a small
3D world (or sphere) that covers half of
Lake Michigan will bring that fate!

III

III

IV

RS

t=constant

r=constant
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Space-time is not an absolute reality!

A foundational conflict : two fundamental theories, both accurate to 10+ significant figures!

General Relativity: a theory of space-time, as an absolute reality.

Quantum Mechanics: a theory of everything else— every particle, every other force known.

After 30 years of work from Einstein, to his deathbed, an unsolved question for 100 years...

All quantum states are probabilistic. They carry energy— or mass (E = mc2).

a Any mass curves space-time (gravity).

A non-static mass-energy will dynamically
drag the inertial reference frame— so now
Newton’s absolute space is probabilistic?

Space-time might be relational : no absolute reality, no universal background for everyone.

Only quantum relationships between events and observers are well-defined.

Space-time may be an emergent phenomenon, “made out of” many quantum elements!
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If space-time is quantum, do quantum probabilities describe true reality?

Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle for particles: ∆x∆p ≥ ~ / 2
One fewer dimension of information, or independent degree of freedom.

Each particle acts like it takes
a superposition of paths.

But the probabilistic paths
collapse if we try to detect
them individually!
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A great debate about the nature of reality...

Epistemic
uncertainty

Ontic
indeterminacy

The laws of physics are deterministic.
There is an absolute underlying reality.
We just do not know or observe the
hidden information.

Nature “has not decided on” a definite
outcome “before it is observed.”
The probabilities of quantum mechanics,
and the lack of definite information, are
fundamental realities.

“I, at any rate, am
convinced that [God ]
does not throw dice.”

— Albert Einstein

“Einstein, stop telling God what to do!”

“Everything we call real is made of things
that cannot be regarded as real.”

— Niels Bohr
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The referee: What is the total amount of information that “exists”?

Bell’s inequality

The Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen “paradox”

If quantum indeterminacies are fundamental, both
particles are part of a single system extended across
the separation, sharing a smaller total info content.

Entanglement: Measuring one particle is not a
degree of freedom independent from the other one.

“Spooky action at a distance” : One measurement
instantly determines the uncertainty in the other—
faster than light, faster than information can travel.

A violation of causality? No!
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A final verdict depends on quantum space-time! Comes back to understanding foundations.

Decades of Bell tests have overwhelmingly pointed towards a fundamental indeterminacy. But...

Can scientists “randomly” choose which observable to measure— say, x or p— each time?
“Free Will Theorem”: This is connected to whether the laws of nature are deterministic!

Random-number generators? Both could be “determined” by common events in the past.

Cosmic Bell tests: “Choices” set by signals from “causally disconnected” cosmic phenomena.

Holographic space-time: In a deeper foundation, are these causal structures still absolute?

PRL 112, 110405
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February 2012, Scientific American
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February 2012, Scientific American

34 Scientifi c American, February 2012

the site. Hogan is primarily a theoretical physicist—largely un-
familiar with the vagaries of vacuum pumps and solid-state la-
sers—and so he has enlisted as co-leader Aaron Chou, an exper-
imentalist who happened to arrive at Fermilab at about the 
same time Hogan was putting his proposal forward. Last sum-
mer they were awarded $2 million, which at the LHC would 
buy you a superconducting magnet and a cup of co� ee. The 
money will fund the entire project. “We don’t do any high-tech 
thing if low-tech will do,” Hogan says.

The experiment is so cheap because it is basically an update
of the experiment that so famously destroyed the 19th century’s
established wisdom about the backdrop of existence. By the ear-
ly 1800s physicists knew that light behaved as a wave. And
waves, scientists knew .  From a ripple in a pond to sound moving
through the air, all waves seemed to share a few essential fea-
tures. Like sculptures, waves always require a medium—some 
physical substrate that the waves must travel through. Because 
light is a wave, the thinking went, it must also require a medi-
um, an invisible substance that permeated the universe. Scien-
tists called this hidden medium the ether.

In 1887 Albert Michelson and Edward Morley designed an ex-
periment that would search for this ether. They set up an interfer-
ometer—a device with two arms in the shape of an L that was op-
timized to measure change.  A single source of light would travel 
the length of both arms, bounce o� mirrors at the ends, then re-
combine where it began. If the length of time it took the light to
travel down either arm changed by even a fraction of a microsec-
ond, the recombined light would glow darker. Michelson and
Morley set up their interferometer and monitored the light for

months as the earth moved around the sun. Depending on which 
way the earth was traveling, the stationary ether should have al-
tered the time it took for the light to bounce down the perpendic-
ular arms. Measure this change, and you have found the ether.

Of course, the experiment found no such thing, thus begin-
ning the destruction of a cosmology hundreds of years old. Yet 
like a forest obliterated by fi re, clearing the ether made it possi-
ble for revolutionary new ideas to fl ourish. Without an ether, 
light traveled the same speed no matter how you were moving. 
Decades later Albert Einstein seized this insight to derive his 
theories of relativity.

Hogan’s interferometer will search for a backdrop that is 
much like the ether—an invisible (and possibly imaginary) sub-
strate that permeates the universe. By using two Michelson in-
terferometers stacked on top of each other, he intends to probe
the smallest scales in the universe, the distance at which both
quantum mechanics and relativity break down —the region 
where information lives as bits.

HE PLANCK SCALE IS NOT JUST SMALL—IT IS THE
smallest. If you took a particle and confi ned it in-
side a cube less than one Planck length on each
side, general relativity says that it would weigh 
more than a black hole of that same size. But  the 

laws of quantum mechanics say that any black hole smaller than 
a Planck length  must have less than a single quantum of ener gy, 
which is impossible. At the Planck length lies paradox.

Yet the Planck length is much more than the space where
quantum mechanics and relativity fall apart. In the past few de-

Information on a Sheet 
According to the holographic principle, the three-dimensional world 
emerges out of information “printed” on two-dimensional surfaces 
called light sheets. Let’s imagine an apple falling through a room. The 
light sheets encoding the physics that describes this room are sur-
faces that contract at the speed of light. (The contraction hap-
pens both forward and backward in time, but a contrac-
tion going backward in time is the same as an expan-
sion going forward.) We can visualize these 
sheets as the fl ash of a camera. 

T H E  H O L O G R A P H I C  P R I N C I P L E 

The camera fl ashes. Light ex-
pands until it reaches the walls, 
forming a sheet. (Equivalently, 
light moves backward in time 
from the walls to the camera.)

Light refl ects off  the 
walls and contracts 
back into a point. 

Information encoded on these two 
light sheets describes all the phys-
ics happening in the room (like 
the falling apple) at the instant the 
light bounces off  the walls.

Time

Sp
ac

e

Walls of the room

Light sheet

sad0212Moyr4p.indd   34 12/14/11   6:01 PM
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How to test holographic space-time?

Our basic hypothesis: Connect quantum entanglement + relativistic structures in space-time.
When entangled particles of light are emitted, they actually follow light cone structures.
These building blocks may have directional uncertainties, as do Newton’s reference frames!

. Denote the angle between the light path tangent
mapping betweet and τ via dt/dτ = sinθ, and the swep

±/dτ = sinθdA±/dt = R(τ) sinθ,

the exotic signal correlation at eachτ, apart from a consta
by closure of the circuit, is also fixed by a projectio

(Eqs. 26, A13) :

constant) = ∆ x2
⊥

1/ 2
R (τ) sinθ = P R(τ) sinθ.

Time 

Sheets at the 
speed of light 
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Holographic space-time— spooky signatures?

“Spooky action at a distance” : Entangled fluctuations, superluminal pure imaginary spectra?
The boundary of a light cone is a sphere in 3D space, with two independent rotational axes.
Entanglement along these causal structures may lead to holographic reduction of information!

t and τ via dt/dτ = sinθ, and the swept area via

±/dτ = sinθdA±/dt = R(τ) sinθ,

. The contribution to the exotic signal correlation at eachτ, apart from a constant o
by the boundary condition determined by closure of the circuit, is also fixed by a projection onto the path, in this
case of transverse position variance (Eqs. 26, A13) :

) + constant) = ∆ x2
⊥

1/ 2
R (τ) sinθ = P R(τ) sinθ.

), the swept area rate is simply related to the signal correlation by
Planck scale
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A simple vision prefigured circa 1950...

Aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa.
Bbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbb.
Holographic: Each spacelike 2-sphere has correlations for two independent rotational axes.

t and τ via dt/dτ = sinθ, and the swept area via

/dτ = sinθdA±/dt = R(τ) sinθ, (30)

. The contribution to the exotic signal correlation at eachτ, apart from a constant o�set fixed
by the boundary condition determined by closure of the circuit, is also fixed by a projection onto the path, in this
case of transverse position variance (Eqs. 26, A13) :

) + constant) = ∆ x2
⊥

1/ 2
R (τ) sinθ = P R(τ) sinθ. (31)

), the swept area rate is simply related to the signal correlation byAmerican Philosophical Society

Planck scale

“Just as the proper recognition of this atomicity requires 
  in the electromagnetic theory a modi�cation in the use 
  of the �eld concept equivalent to the introduction of the 
  concept of action at a distance, so it would appear that 
  in the gravitational theory we should be able in 
  principle to dispense with the concepts of space 
  and time and take as the basis of our description 
  of nature the elementary concepts of world line 
  and light cones.”

                                                                         — J. A. Wheeler
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The Planck scale is really small, but the fluctuations may accumulate!

Planck: If the cosmic horizon was scaled to a grain of silt, what a grain of silt would become.
Let’s imagine random steps of `P ≈ 10−35m every tP ≈ 10−44 s, drifting from zero average.
Variance grows as

√
# steps— for a measurement reaching Andromeda, 1/100th of a hair!

t and τ via dt/dτ = sinθ, and the swept area via

±/dτ = sinθdA±/dt = R(τ) sinθ, (30)

. The contribution to the exotic signal correlation at eachτ, apart from a constant o�set fixed
by the boundary condition determined by closure of the circuit, is also fixed by a projection onto the path, in this
case of transverse position variance (Eqs. 26, A13) :

) + constant) = ∆ x2
⊥

1/ 2
R (τ) sinθ = P R(τ) sinθ. (31)

), the swept area rate is simply related to the signal correlation by

At a scale of
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Can we really measure directional uncertainties at this sensitivity?

Michelson’s team in suburban Chicago, winter 1924, with partial-
vacuum pipes of 1000 by 2000 foot interferometer, measuring the 

rotation of the earth with light traveling in two directions around a loop

12

Measuring the rotation of the Earth with light traveling in two directions around a loop.
Albert Michelson, winter 1924, suburban Chicago.
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Michelson interferometers: the only measurement apparatuses with this kind of sensitivity

LIGO −→ Holometer
Dick Gustafson (Michigan)
Samuel Waldman (SpaceX)
Rainer Weiss (MIT)
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Interferometer signals: time-stream fluctuations measured → spectra of variance per frequency
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Experimental design: a bent Michelson interferometer

Sensitivity needed: 1/100,000,000 of an atom, measuring a space-time system 40m in scale.
In h ≡ δL/L, fluctuation variance or power per each frequency (spectral density) is ≈ tP .
Add up fluctuation measured at a broad range of frequencies, with superluminal bandwidth.

t 〈
∆x2⊥

〉
P

= `PL

= PSD tPL
2

× Bandwidth c/L

where PSD = h̃2(f) · L2

h ≡ δL/L

h̃2(f) ≈ tP
≡
∫∞
−∞ 〈δhA(t) δhB(t)〉t e

−2πiτf dτ
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Experimental design: two overlapping interferometers

Sampling rate: Much faster than the timescale of light travel across the system (≈ 8MHz).
The space-time information measured is correlated, but instrumental noise is uncorrelated!
Largest noise is quantum uncertainty in each particle of light. Need to average 1029 photons!)

τviadt/dτ

dA
±

/dτ=sinθdA
±

/dt=R(τ)sin

.Thecontributiontotheexoticsignalcorrelationateach
bytheboundaryconditiondeterminedbyclosureofthecircuit,isalsofixedbyaprojectionontothepath,inthis
caseoftransversepositionvariance(Eqs.26,A13):

)+constant)=∆x
2
⊥

1/2
R(τ)sinθ=PR

(τ),thesweptarearateissimplyrelatedtothesignalcorrelationby

(Ξ(τ)+constant)=PdA/cdτ.

)asasumoftherotationalcomponentsinthetwodirections,sothat

|dA/dτ|=|dA
+
/dτ+dA

−
/dτ|, A B

A

B

19
.5

m

0.90m

Goal: h̃2 ≈ tP ≡
√

~G/c5

≈ (Nf)−1 ≈ 10−44 s

Use f ≈ 1015 Hz photons.

Need to average over
N ≈ 1029 photons.
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Experimental design: two different configurations (null control needed)

First-generation Holometer (2011-2016)

Nov. 17, 2017 - FNAL PACJonathan Richardson 7

Two Layouts, Same Technique

Sensitivity to translational
fluctuations.
Final results are published.
Chou et al. (2017), PRL 117, 111102
Chou et al. (2017), CQG 34, 165005

90° arm bend

First-Generation Holometer
(2012-2016)

Second-Generation Holometer
(2017)

Sensitivity to rotational
fluctuations.
Initial round of data 
collection completed.

Second-generation Holometer (2017-present)

Nov. 17, 2017 - FNAL PACJonathan Richardson 7

Two Layouts, Same Technique

Sensitivity to translational
fluctuations.
Final results are published.
Chou et al. (2017), PRL 117, 111102
Chou et al. (2017), CQG 34, 165005

90° arm bend

First-Generation Holometer
(2012-2016)

Second-Generation Holometer
(2017)

Sensitivity to rotational
fluctuations.
Initial round of data 
collection completed.

Bend mirror added. Unmodified: optics, electronics, control system, and data acquisition chain.
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The Fermilab Holometer

26

Holometer/MP8 Laser Lab
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The Fermilab Holometer
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Instruments isolated & independent: optics, vacuum systems, electronics, clocks, data streams

Nov. 17, 2017 - FNAL PACJonathan Richardson

Measured Sources of Environmental Noise

33

INPUT SIDE
Lasers & Active Optics
• Correlated optical intensity noise
• Correlated optical phase noise

Continuously measured during 
data acquisition

OUTPUT SIDE
Detectors & Readout Electronics
• Correlated electronics noise
• Cross-channel signal leakage

Measured offline using optical 
sources of independent white 
noise (incandescent light bulbs)

Realtime Monitoring of Laser Noise and 
Radio-Frequency (RF) Environment

Four RF environmental channels are 
cross-correlated with the interferometer 
output channels (8x8 correlation matrix)
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Input side: independent preparation and cavity locking of each injection beam

Laser EOM Faraday
Isolator

EOM
4 2

Power 
Control

Mode
Matching
Telescope
& Steering 

SM1

Interferometer 
Laser Launch

To Interferometer via Periscope

PBS

Cavity Reflection  
Port (REFL)  

DC PD -
RF PD -

Beam Camera -

Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) 
Control of Laser Frequency 
for Power-Recyling Cavity

Gain and
Loop Shaping

Mixer

Phase Modulation
for Diagnostics 

Asymmetric 
Mach-Zehnder 
Interferometer

2x RF pickoff
photodiodes

for diagnostics

SM2LO

2

Faraday
Isolator

22
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Output side: isolated high-speed data acquisition systems and sampling clocks

Each ADC (analog-to-digital converter) unit
individually synchronized to a GPS-provided
clocking signal.

Relative drift of sampling clocks follow a
normal distribution of width ∼ 10 ns, limiting
inter-channel decorrelation to less than 15%.

Cross-power spectral density (CSD) calculated
from real-time Fast Fourier Transform (FFT).

This converts time-stream fluctuations into
variance per frequency.
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First-generation Holometer: sensitivity demonstrated, null control at 0.1 Planck scale
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145 hour data — PRL 117, 111102 (2016)

704 hour data — CQG 34, 165005 (2017)

Instrumentation — CQG 34, 065005 (2017)

Variance in δL/L, normalized to L = 39m.
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Left: Independent bins at 1.9 kHz resolution.
Right: Rebinned to 100 kHz, Planck units.

If there was a signal, our rulers and clocks
have enough resolution to measure it.

First show zero, then measure nonzero values in the
second-generation rotation sensitive configuration!
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Preview of

Second-generation

Preliminary Data



Holographic signatures staring at us in the sky, in the cosmic microwave background?

Cosmic structure is a relic of quantum fluctuations during inflation

!2

The specific pattern is an intact image of a primordial quantum state

Its correlations contain information about the quantum state
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Spooky patterns may also show up in 3D maps of galaxy density! (Dark Energy Survey)

Primordial antisymmetry in 3D

Primordial correlations in space-time curvature potential remain 
mostly intact until a structure goes nonlinear

L* ≈ 40Mpc

Orbital motion mixes away  
primordial entanglement 
(antipodal) on scales smaller
than the cosmic web 

Potential can be probed by 
galaxy density in the linear 
regime, on scales << CMB

Cosmology slides
adapted from C. J. Hogan
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Spooky patterns may also show up in 3D maps of galaxy density! (Dark Energy Survey)

The National Science Foundation’s Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory in Chile. Photo by Guillaume Doyen "AstroGuigeek"
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Thanks to...
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